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This project represents a modification of a commercial
reading program, with individual learning activity packets
as the management tool for the program.

The project plan

provides for:

)

1.

Program goals and objectives

2.

An initial placement test

3.

Unit criterion tests

4.

Mastery level tests

5.

Individual learning activity packets

Each learning activity packet includes:
l ;

Individual student record and assignment page

2.

Individual story report forms

3.

Vocabulary words

4~

Detailed comprehension questions

5.

Individual student/teacher reading contract

This project provides a reading program that meets the
unique instructional needs of the learning disabled student
in a financially feasible design.
iii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Students of elementary age who suffer from the malady
known as "learning disabilities" are at a significant
disadvantage when competing academically with their peers.
The disadvantage is of even greater magnitude when it
encompasses the ability to survive as newly graduated
fledglings in "regular" reading programs.

After working for

3 or 4 years in learning disability reading programs, they
graduate, only to find that they are still in an unfavorable

)

position.

These students have been taught the needed skills

for decoding, sight-recognition, oral reading, silent
reading, and reading comprehension that are essential in
meeting the objectives set forth in the basal reading
program used by a particular school district.

The stage is

set for a successful experience in a r~gular reading
program.
Success, however, is not the word that usually
describes what too often happens to -these students who go
forth with such great expectations.
more appropriate!

Why?

Disaster would be

Theoretically, reading is reading.

But this is not necessarily true.
1

The students were taught
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the fundamentals of reading, but with entirely different
materials and format than that used within the district's
regular reading program.
The students enter the program with idealistic visions
of immediate success, based on the procedures that they
have learned so well.

The success they have recently

experienced in the learning disabilities program has them
ready to take on the world.
What a rude awakening!

The failures experienced by

these students may, in part, have been due to a lack of
mutual communication and planning between special and
regular educators.

But in the opinion of Jenkens and

Mayhall (1976), special education has "too often relied on
curricula that bore only a slight resemblance to regular
education's curriculum" (p. 22).

As a result, a placement

in the learning disabilities programismore often permanent
than temporary, and the chances of mastery of mainstream
reading programs highly improbable.
Problem
The problem being addressed by this project has been
intensified with the adoption and compliance to Public Law
94-142.

The emphasis on mainstreaming and least restrictive

environment has placed greater responsibility on the special
educator to prepare the learning disabled stude~ts for .
successful reentry in the regular program.

Knowledge of

and familiarity with the materials they will encounter are

3

primary factors to be considered within the special
education curriculum .
•

Purpose
The purpose of this project was to develop a reading
program that meets the learning styles of the learning
disabled students.

A secondary purpose was to design a

program that also prepares these students to successfully
meet the ex·pectations of the regular reading teachers
through familiarity with the materials they will encounter.
Basic Assumptions
Learning disabled students. can learn to read, write,
and spell with reasonable facility, and they can improve
these skills, at least to a point where they will no longer
be seriously handicapped (Gallagher, 1969).
Just as the 1e is no "best" program for teaching all
children, there is no "best" program for teaching all
children with learning disabilities.

Therefore, the writer

believes that an eclectic approach (integrated skills
approach) which encorporates a myriad of techniques and
activities would most readily meet the broad range of
specific learning disabilities on an individual basis.
Furthermore, a program of eclectic instruction that
provides a closely structured, individualized format, with
repetitious, criterion-oriented, performance-based
curriculum can become the basis for teaching learning
disabled students.

Familiarity with materials becomes the

4

mitigating factor in the successful mainstreaming of these
students.
Definition of Terms
Learning disability.

"A significant discrepancy

between expected academic performance and actual academic
performance with relationship to a sensory impairment"
(Gearheart, 1976, p. 9).
Learning disabilities teacher.

A teacher who has been

well schooled in the basic skills of teaching, but .who also
has been trained to "work with children with learning
disabilities and act as a consultant to other teachers"
(Fass, 1976, p. 406).
Mainstreaming.

"The strategy wherein the special child

is kept in close touch with the everyday flow of regular
classroom activities as much as his handicap will possibly
allow" (Johnson
Approach.

&

Morasky, 1977, p. 126).

The manner in which a subject is taught.

This includes theories, procedures, and materials.
Eclectic.

"Eclectic approaches combine the desirable

aspects of a number of different major approaches"
&

(Burns

Roe , 1 9 7 6 , p . 3 8 5 ) .
Overview of the Remainder of the Project
Chapter II includes a preview of the literature of

professional reading and learning disabilities specialists
in regard to the techniques to employ when teaching learning.
disabled students .

•
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Chapter III is a presentation of the project and its
procedures and materials.
Chapter IV is the project and samples of its components.
Chapter V consists of the summary of the project and
recommendations fdr its use.

)

)

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Reading is an element within the curriculum area of
language arts.

Writing, spelling, listening, and oral

language are other components of this competency.
Children's abilities to master skills in these highly
important areas vary considerably.

This is especially true

of the learning disabled student. Thus we see evidence of
•
the need for individualizing instruction and meeting the
learning styles of the learning disabled child.
)

Of equal

importance is the need to motivate children to want to
learn, particularly in the area of reading (Prillaman

&

Abbot, 1983).
Modification of existing materials to meet the learning
styles and processes of the learning disabled child can be
a viable means of responding to the differences inherent in
the abilities of.the children involved.
According to Chalfant and Foster (1976), children with
learning disabilities often function within the normal
intelligence range, but because of a dysfunction in one or
more of the psychological processes, they perform at
achievement levels well below estimates of their learning
6
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potential.

Because of their special handicapping condi-

·tions, "these children learn differently than do normal
children"

(p. 87).

There is no foolproof way of insuring that instructional strategies of any particular design will work with
all children, or even with all learning disabled children.
However, when looking at the basic skills needed for
reading--dec~ding, sight recognition, oral reading, silent
reading, and reading comprehension--it is evident that the
learning disabled child must in some manner obtain these
skills.

Educational research in teaching strategies to the

learning disabled child indicates using an eclectic approach
that emphasizes integrated skills.

Involved is perceptual

motor and neurological elements; Gillingham, Stillman, and
Slingerland's alphabetic phonovisual approach emphasizing
the teaching of sounds or phonograms in isolation and the
blending of them into meaningful words (Faas, 1976, p. 364);
Fernald's intensive one-to-one approach (Fernald, 1943); or
the language-based approach of Johnson and Mykelbust (1970).
An integration of these techniques, as well as others, is
what is needed to develop an effective and manageable
framework for teaching reading to the learning disabled
child.

The effectiveness of such a program is dependent

upon clearly defined, relevant skill objectives, presented
in a structured, individualized construct, as reported by
Richardson and Bradley (1974).

Additionally, the element

of an "overlearned" or "over-taught" presentation provides
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the necessary emphasis on repetition of skills practice
and sequentially analyzed activities.
Burmeister (1974) delineates four specific skills that
have been adapted within the general outline of this
project, including:

selection of significant details,

recognizing main ideas, sequencing of events, and repetition
of practice.
Further substantiation of the necessary techniques to
be included in this project are emphasized by Policastro
(1975), in his "Key to Educational Success" which promotes
the importance of good reading, good thinking, and good
writing, as the three basic objectives in_education.
Corroborating this writer's theory of the importance of
matching instructional strategies to children's learning
styles, levels of comprehension, and the degree of success
attainable within the various methodologies, is evidence
presented by Cohen (1969), Manning (1971), Stevens (1984),
and Corcoran (1970).

Verification of the theories and

techniques presented in this project can be established
through the examination of theories and strategies expounded
upon by Herr (1970), Bateman and Haring (1977), McCarthy and
McCarthy (1969), Wallace and Kauffman (1973), and Johnson
and Morasky (1977).
The literature previewed for this modification project
was ·of great importance in maintaining the fundamental
strategies, skills, and adaptations essential to the design

9

of an effective reading program for the learning disabled
student.
•

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES

Focus of the Project
Learning Activity Packets, each containing vocabulary,
an assignment page, a story report form, and a detailed list
of comprehension questions are used in conjunction with
the Ginn 720 Reading Series.

It is the basic set of

materials that were adapted by the modification project.
(The modification model can be used with any available
reading series, with minor adaptations.)
Five criteria on which the modification project was
based included:
ized;

(a) materials were able to be individual-

(b) the modification would allow for an eclectic

approach in teaching r~ading;

(c) the modified materials

could be used in a criterion-oriented, performance-based
approach;

(d) the materials that were modified were readily

available in the building, therefore alleviating spending
of funds that were not available; and (e) the materials
were the same as those used in the regular classroom, thus
keeping the students familiar with district-used reading
materials, while exposing them to teaching and learning

10
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styles most appropriate for students with learning disabilities.
Rationale
Learning disabilities refers to developmental delays
in children with average or above average intelligence.
These delays are found to be in one or more of the speech
processes, in language, reading, spelling, writing, or
arithmetic.

There exists an educationally significant

discrepancy between estimated intellectual potential and
actual level of performance related to the learning
processes :

Learning disabilities also include conditions

known as perceptual handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain
dysfunction, dyslexia, or developmental aphasia (Gearheart,
1976).
The "poor reader" is most frequently designated to be
learning disabled, and he has some of the strangest
statements in educational history said about him.

His

pr6blems have been spuriously associated with "vision,"
and he has been viewed as the product of everything from
warped psyche to neurological impairment (Gearheart, 1981).
However, the majority of disabled readers are not dyslexic
(LeFevre, personal communication, 1979), but rather,
They just can't read. They are not impaired, and do
not suffer some sort of trauma. They merely have not
been taught to read! And even if-the diagnosis is
"dyslexia," the question still remains, What do
we do to cure them?

12
The incidence of learning disabilities--or poor
readers--or slow learners--is remarkably high, with estimates
of from 3 to 5% of the national school population suffering
from the disabilities (Kaas & Mykelbust, 1969).

The actual

head-count of learning disabled children is immaterial, as
is the label or . title with which we address them.

The

primary target must be the remediation of the problem--with
curriculum and materials that best meet the unique learning
styles of the population.

In meeting this challenge, it

becomes apparent that a program must be designed to meet the
variable needs of the learning disabled student.
Development of the Project
When faced with a classroom of learning disabled
students and no budget for appropriate materials, the writer
of this project engaged in a review of the potential
availability of materials that could be modified with
success.

At the conclusion of the review, it was determined

that the school district had a sufficient supply of the
Ginn 720 Reading Series materials.

However, the Ginn

.materials, on their own, were not deemed appropriate for the
reading program for a class of learning disabled studen~s,
Kindergarten through fifth grade.
Further examination of programs purported to be
effective with this student population revealed that of
the best (according to teachers in the field of special
education) was a program published by Science Research

•
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Associates--Corrective Reading.

This program includes

testing and assessment materials, placement scores, and
methods of presentation that provide "attention getters,"
modeling procedures, leading and teaching methodologies,
and an evaluative process that allows for continuous
assessment, data collection, and further remediation efforts
(Englemann, 1975).
into its program!

Corrective Reading has ''success" built
It also is very expensive!

However,

expense is not the final line in deciding whether to use a
reading program.

A teacher who is responsible for immediate

remediation efforts, but who does not have programs such as
Corrective Reading immediately available, can fulfill these
responsibilities by modifying existing materials and
programs to fit within the framework of Corrective Reading
methodologies.

Such modification of program materials has

been attempted and is presently being undertaken with an
extension and integration of the Ginn 720 Reading Series,
published by Ginn and Company (Clymer

&

Fenn, 1979).

Modification
The Modified Ginn 720 Reading Program is color-coded
throughout, relying predominently upon the original Ginn 720
Reading Series for its materials.and general outline.

The

Ginn levels 4 through 11 are the primary components of the
modification.

Each level (or book) consists of a text (of

a specific color); a Skilpak and Studybook of a matching
color and title; a unit criterion test of the same title;
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a mastery test, and a teachers' edition, of the same title
ahd color.

The modified program then enhances this

materials list with:

a heavy-weight folder, an independent

reading record, a student/teacher contract, student goals
and objectives sheet, a · learning activities packet, and a
copy of the Ginn initial placement test--all of which are
color-coordinated with the color of the textbook.
The Ginn 720 Reading Series is the established and
adopted reading program for the district served, therefore,
an ample supply of the basic series reading components is
available within each elementary building.

The "enhancement"

materials, however, must be derived from an additional
budget, or from the teacher's own funding source.
A correlation of the two programs and their philosophies recognizes the need for development by the ~earner
of the following reading skills:

decoding, comprehending

the author's message, critically evaluating, and the using
of ideas (Englemann, 1975).

Ginn further promotes the four

_dimensions of comprehension building; phonetic development
of decoding and word attack skills, and vocabulary evaluation (Clymer & Fenn, 1979).

A blending of the strategies

involved in reading results in a focus of attention on
teaching, according to present levels of functioning,
carefully programmed instruction with sequential building
blocks, and progressive assessment of functioning levels-~
from initial placement to mastery--to delineate the success
and progress as it is attained.
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Initially, the time required to accomplish the modification is approximately 70 hours of work to develop and
print the materials within the Learning Activity Packets.
However, the entire project--packets for approximately 240
stories--does not have to be completed before implementing
it as the reading program in a learning disabled class.
Starting out with the first 10 stories from each of the
levels (4 through 11) provides usable materials for at
least 80 stories.
A review of the literature provided the writer with a
sequential format to use in the development of the program.
From the Corrective Reading materials came the idea of a
student/teacher reading contract.

Further thought about the

need to document all work completed by special education
studentsprompted the idea of the individualized independent
reading record.
Included in the reading record is a full description of
the story--its sequential number in the book, the level,
unit, color, pages of the story, the pages of the workbooks,
the expected criterion levels for all elements of the
assigned work, the date started, and the date ended, and
finally the scores attained on the assigned work.

The

record sheet remains within the student's folder to provide
grading information throughout the year.

(Each record sheet

is glued to the top of the last one at the top edge of the
page.)
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The items within the learning activity packet were
developed after reading each story, thoroughly analyzing
the vocabulary used, and then devising a list of words that
•
are essential to the comprehension of the story.

As each

story succeeds the previous one, the list may get
increasingly longer, in an attempt to meet the strategy of
repetition, and thus increase the probability of the student
learning the words in isolation and then in context.
The story report evolved as the writer realized that
so often, children have a difficult time answering
comprehension questions because they have not stopped to
place the events of the story in an outline in their minds.
When writing the story report, the student is not required
to "bother" with capitals, sentence structure, or punctuation.

The assignment is to merely write, in one or more

words, the important elements of the story that will increase
1

his awareness of the details within the story.
Following a general outline of "who, what, when,
where, why, and how," a set of detailed comprehension
questions are developed requiring the student to:

(a)

answer the questions correctly on another sheet of paper;
(b) answer the questions using complete sentences; and (c)
answer the questions, using appropriate capital letters and
punctuation.
Considerable thought was given to the levels of
criteria to expect for the various components of the
program.

A 100% score on the vocabulary was deemed
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necessary, because ·if the student is unable to read the
words in the story, he will have difficulty reading and
comprehending the story itself.

Two lines were allowed for

vocabulary scores on the record sheet--one for the beginning
of the story assignment and one at the end of the week's
work to insure learning and overlearning of the words.
An 80% criterion for the story report was deemed
appropriate to indicate if the student had at least a
general idea of what the story was about.
Workbooks are not the best means to teach reading, but
they do have their place in the development of independent
work habits.

For this reason, a criterion of 75% was

considered an indication of minimal mastery of writing words
on lines.
Comprehension is the ultimate goal in reading--to know
what you have read and be able to relate that knowledge to
someone else.

There, an 80 to 100% criterion was recognized

as an indication of having understood the story, as well as
indicating that the student has a general understanding
of the basic language arts elements of sentence structure,
capitalization, and punctuation. ·
Oral reading is not a life-skill, therefore, it is not
considered particularly important to spend much time doing
it.

However, it is necessary to evaluate the student's

ability to read words in context that have previously been
read in isolation.

The oral reading is not timed, and the

student may choose the full page he wants to read, study it,
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and then indicate to the teacher or aide that he is ready
to read.

If the student makes more than two mistakes, he.

is told the correct words, and then allowed to study the
page again, and then read it a second time.

Especially

good reading--reading with no mistakes, good oral expression,
a consistent smoothness of voice, and attention to punctuation--can be rewarded with bonus points.
NOTE:

When students do not attain the prescribed

criterion, they must make corrections until they do reach
the specified criterion, with points awarded appropriately.
The point system provided on the individualized reading
record can be developed into a behavior modification
program of rewards, in numerous ways.

It is therefore left

open to be used as each teacher wishes.
The Modified Ginn Reading Prograrn, . when completely
compiled, will provide an unending supply of materials,
ready and waiting to be assigned.
books and testing

Yearly orders of work-

materials and consistent reordering of

activity packet pages to be reprinted periodically will
enable the teacher using this program to plan from one year
to the next.
The Project in Total
Included in this chapter are samples of the following
project materials:
Individual Student/Teacher Reading Contract
Student Goals and Objectives

19

Individualized Independent Reading Record Sheet

)

Page 1 of a Level 5 Learning Activity Packet
Page 1 of a Level 8 Learning Activity Packet
Story Report Form to Be Used With All Stories and All
Levels

•

CHAPTER IV

THE PROJECT

From Placement to ~astery
The introductory element of an appropriate educational
program involves determining the present level of functioning of the various students.

Therefore, the Modified

Ginn program commences with the administration of the
Initial Placement · Test (Clymer

&

Fenn, 1979), which,

depending upon the level given, can be done independently
or with a teacher and a small group presentation.

To

progress from one level to the next, the student must attain
80% accuracy.

Placement within the program depends upon

the final level at which 80% or higher is attained on the
Initial Placement Test.

(This is not fool-proof, and may

depend upon teacher judgement as whether to place a student
either higher or lower than the test indicates.)
When placement has been determined, an individual
student/teacher conference is conducted, with the teacher
explaining the reason for placement at the 'particular
level, the goals and objectives for the student in the
program, the student/teacher contract, and the various
components and activities of the program.
20

(If the student
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has previously been in the program, he will usually start
where he stopped in the spring.)
The student is also informed of the limitations and
guidelines of the program--each student will complete the
assignments within the learning activity packet of one
story per week (or 5 days in case of absenteeism, short
weeks, etc.).

Also, in fulfilling the contract with the

teacher, it is necessary to complete work, as it is assigned
daily:

reading the vocabulary, reading the story, and

doing the story report on Monday; doing workbooks on
Tuesday; doing corrections of workbooks and one-half of
the comprehension questions on Wednesday; answering the
second half of comprehension questions on Thursday; and
making corrections on comprehension questions, oral reading,
and a final reading of the vocabulary list on Friday.
Students are not limited to doing only one story per week.
They may do as much as they want and can, as long as they
complete the assignments given for at least one story per
wee~, within the criterion perameters established.
NOTE:

The Modifed Ginn Reading Program does not

represent the entire reading program used in the learning
disabilities classroom.

It is supplemented with numerous

other materials, to provide the eclecticism deemed necessary
when teaching students with learning disabilities.
The project will be paginated as a separate entity.
Chapter V will resume with page 22.
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INDIVIDUAL STUDENT/TEACHER READING CONTRACT

I,

, want to learn to read better .

I understand that I will be able to earn points for working
hard every day.

I understand that my work must be my very

best, if I am to receive all the points that are possible.
I also understand that I alone am responsible for keeping my
Reading Folder well organized, charted, and neat--and that
I can lose points if I do not fulfill this requirement.
I will do the following Reading Activities:
A.

Vocabulary--Word Attack Skills--100% accuracy

B.

Silent reading of story--two times

C.

Written story report--80 to 100%

D.

Skilpak and Studybook--above 75% or do corrections

E.

Comprehension Questions--80 to 100%

F.

Oral Reading--no more than 2 errors per page

G.

Unit and Criterion Tests 80 to 100%

I,

, your teacher, pledge myself

to teach you as effectively as I can each day, to check your
work independently--requiring and accepting only your very
best work, and then awarding you the points that you have
earned with your own hard work.

DATE

SCHOOL

•
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STUDENT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Modified Ginn Reading Program
GOAL# 1:

STUDENT WILL COMPLETE LEVEL

OF THE MODIFIED GINN

READING PROGRAM WITH AN 80 TO 100% COMPETENCY ON THE ENDOF-THE-BOOK MASTERY TEST (Ginn, 1979).
OBJECTIVES:
1.1

Student will progress through level
at a rate of one
story packet per week, but not limited to one 'study packet
per week, with an 80 to 100% accuracy level.

GOAL# 2:

STUDENT WILL COMPLETE ONE STORY LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKET
PER WEEK, AT 80 TO 100% ACCURACY.

2.1

Student will read vocabulary words at 100% accuracy before
reading the assigned story.

2.2

Student will read assigned story at least two times.

2.3

Student will complete the story report with 80% accuracy,
not including spelling, sentence structure, punctuation or
capitalization.

2. 4

Student will complete assigned workbook pages with no less
than 76%, or corrections will be made to raise score to 75%.

2.5

Student will complete assigned comprehension questions, at
80 to 100%, based on the correct answ~r, complete sentence,
punctuation, and capitalization, with corrections made to
raise score to 80% minimum.

2.6

Student will read one page from the story, orally, at a
rate of no more than two errors. If more than two errors
are made, student will read the page until no more than two
errors are made.

GOAL# 3:

STUDENT WILL MAINTAIN AN 80 TO 100% ACCURACY ON UNIT
CRITERION TESTS--TO BE GIVEN AT THE END OF THE VARIOUS
UNITS IN EACH OF THE LEVELS.
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NAME

L E V E L

5

DATE
UNIT 3

RED GROUP
STORY'# _!.2_

"CARLO" PAGES 93-99
SKILPAK PAGES 50-54
STUDYBOOK PAGES 44-46
V 0 C A B UL -A R y

Carlo

out

fun

jumped

was -

doing

stop

woman

there

bed

playing

wanted

Bell

if

some

sleeping

street

looked

park

what

when

where

may

you

be

there's

story

sentence

think

circle

away

house

does

stop

try

happened

name

worried

about

policeman

how

did

gardener

people

do

live

country

I'm

city

main

characters

what

want

saw

why

listen

Mr.

and

ran

. who

C O M P R E H E N S I O N
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

w0 R D S

QU

E S T I O N S

What is the title of the story?
Who are the main characters?
Who is Carlo?
What did Carlo do?
Why did Carlo run away?
How did Carlo get out of the house?
Does Carlo live in the city or the country?
Where was Mr. Bell· when Carlo ran away?
How did the man and woman know Carlo's name?
What did Mr. Boots think had happened to Carlo?
How did the woman try to stop Carlo?
What was the policeman worried about?
What is a gardener?
What did the gardener want Carlo to do?
Was Carlo glad to be away from home?
How did Mr. Bell feel when he saw Carlo?

5

(SAMPLE PG. #1 OF LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKET)
L E V E L

8
UNIT 6

BLUE GROUP
STO~Y #
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"THE THREE SPINNING FAIRIES" PAGES 220-235
SKILPAK PAGES 130-135
STUDYBOOK PAGES 86-90

w

V 0 C A B U L A R y
Broadfoot
castle
characters
happier
introduce
dashes
Greatlip
hopeless
nonsense
Thicke thumb
stepdaughter
stepmother
throughout
screaming
carriage
tomorrow
lazy
cousins
finished
announce
attention
ordinary

lip
paces
rich
task
yet
tries
weep
wheel
poor
tried
enters
guests
twice
joy
•
truly
able
perhaps
Prince
strange
spinners
twisting
rushes

0 R D S

flax
already
huge
surely
Majesty
several
afford
center
bundles
broom
scrubbed
spinning
wedding
hundred
husband
approach
thankful
believe
buying
clever
Ardis
finishing

C O MP R E H E N S I O N

Q

1.

What work did Ardis have trouble doing?

2.

Was Ardis really lazy?

unusual
approach
Higness
truthful
notice
lovely
exit
odd
guests
staring
sake
mingle
refuse
hall
rude
slim
twist
excuses
repay
dawn
dear
invited

moisten
ourselves
through
finished
beautiful
wonderful
understand
ugly-looking
touch
leaves
pardon
enter
invite
bear
thread
favor
bride
Queen
tangle
overjoyed
Kingdon
understood

U E S T I O N S

How do you know?

3.

What kind of person was the stepmother?

4.

What wicked thing did the stepmother do?

5.

Why did the stepmother tell an untruth?

6.

When they reached the castle, what did the Queen tell Ardis she must do?

7.

How much flax was Ardis given to spin?

8.

What was to be Ardis's r~ward?

9.

How did Ardis feel when she saw the flax?

10.

What hap~ened when Ardis began to cry?

11.

What do the three visitors offer to do?

12.

How long did the three women say it would take them to spin the flax
into yarn?

13.

What promise did Ardis make to the three fairies?
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INDIVIDUALIZED WRITTEN STORY REPORT
NAME:

------------

LEVEL:

------------

DATE:

--------

UN IT: - - - - - - - -

1.

TITLE OF STORY:

2.

WHO ARE THE MAIN CHARACTERS?

3.

WHERE ,DOES THE STORY HAPPEN?

4.

WHAT HAPPENS FIRST IN THE STORY?

5.

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END OF THE STORY?

6.

WHAT IS THE MAIN IDEA THAT THE STORY TELLS ABOUT?

CHAPTER .V
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Swnmary
The Modified Ginn Reading Program presented in this
project was originally designed and implemented 6· years
ago, as an emergency measure to provide needed and effective
materials for an elementary learning disabilities class of
fifth and sixth grade students.

Since that time, it has

been used for 4 years in that program; for 2 years in a
Resource Room, K-5, and for slow learners in two regular
fourth grade classes and one regular fifth grade class.
The independent, individualized design of this program
makes it a valuable tool when working with learning disabled
students, ranging in reading grade levels from -1.0 to 5.9.
It allows the students to develop personal self-discipline
and pride as they progress throughout the program.

Besides

building self-concept with the success they enjoy in reading,
it also initiates a high level of motivation to accomplish
as much reading experience (more than one story per week,
or more than one book per year) at as high a degree of
competency, as they possibly can.

The program also allows

for individual changes within the construct of the program
to meet the individual needs of the particular student.
22
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The criterion-referenced, performanced based curriculum
allows for comparison with students within the regular
program, thus setting the scene for entrance into the
mainstream.
Recommendations
It is the recommendation of this· writer, that if the
educational situation arises in which there is a need for
modification of an existing program--reading, and any other
area of competency--it is a viable plan of action.

It is

important to note, that the materials themselves are not
the predominant element for achieving success with the
learning disabled child.

Rather, it is th~ proceis that

stresses the over-learned, over-taught strategy, expressed
in repetitious, criterion-oriented, performance-based
curriculum that provides the learni.ng disabled student
with a closely structured, individuklized program.

This

program presents an opportunity for these students to remain
familiar with the same materials used in the regular reading
program and thus be able to adapt to a mainstreamed, least
restrictive environment with ease, confidence, and success.
Therefore, it is the further recommendation that anyone,
with the educational situation previously described, first
examine the possibility of modifying an existing program,
while keeping in mind the needs of the·population and the
availability of materials.
worth the effort.

The positive results are well
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